**NEW PRODUCTS**

**Toro products make show debut**

The new Multi Pro 5600 sprayer and Reelmaster 2000-D triplex reel mower will make their debut at the GCSAA Conference and Show.

*The Multi Pro 5600 offers accurate coverage.*

That provides a high torque traction system that can climb over undulating turf with out scuffing it. An accelerator-locking device provides a constant spraying speed.

**Toro's Reelmaster 2000-D packs more power**

mowing capabilities on sloped surfaces.

The new engine and transmission are isolation mounted to reduce vibration for the operator. An integrated PTO switch includes three-wheel-drive engagement to simplify operation and eliminate the need for the operator to hold a lever to drop cutting units.

For more information on both products, contact: 952-888-8801 or www.toro.com.

Hunter upgrades Genesis software

Hunter Golf is ready with the latest upgrade to its Genesis Central Control System software for golf course irrigation management. Genesis III offers a range of enhancements including interactive graphics and faster Flow Optimizer processing. The software has been upgraded to Windows 32-bit standards and is compatible with all Genesis field controllers currently in use.

*Interactive graphics now give superintendents the ability to view every hole on the course on-screen. The graphic overview identifies "control zones" for irrigation programming changes and allows rapid access to common functions. The system accepts scanned aerial photos, scorecards or as-built course drawings. With a mouse click on the relevant portion of the course, superintendents or staff can access irrigation control functions or update program scheduling information. Genesis II also features an automated Task Manager with ET input to analyze current weather and calculate the amount of water needed by each plant type.*


**Polaris introduces new Workmobiles line**

Polaris Industries is rolling out a new product line to the golf course market. The Professional Series Workmobiles include the All-Surface Loader, the Utility Task Vehicle and the ATV Pro.

The ASL 300 is a compact loader that runs on rubber tracks that spread the machine’s weight allowing it to operate safely on delicate ground. Quick-attach tools include a backhoe, pallet forks, power sod roller, snowblower, trencher and power auger.

The UTlV is available in 2x4, 4x4 and 0x6 models. Each features a rustproof cargo box with a molded composite liner that holds up to a half-ton of cargo. Additional features include an electric dump-box lift and a low/super low transmission that provides high torque and towing capacity.

The ATV Pro 4x4 and the Light Utility Hauler 6x6 feature four-valve, four-stroke engines and heavy-duty suspensions and offer metal flatbeds with electric lifts and a towing capacity of 1,225 pounds.

For more information, contact: 763-542-0500.